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LONG PIG: THE MOVIE has been accepted as an entry in the 2008 South African
Horrrorfest Film Festival which will be held at The Labia Theatre in Cape Town, South Africa
from October 30-November 6, 2008.
"We are honored to be invited to be part of The Horrorfest Film Festival. It is great to receive some
international recognition for all the work that went into producing LONG PIG: THE MOVIE," said Carlo
Rodriguez, writer and director of LONG PIG. "First and foremost, this could very well be one of the most
crucial moments of our careers. It gives us an opportunity to showcase an independent film on the
world’s stage. Not only is this the South African premiere, but this will be the first time our film will be
shown on the entire African continent. Great thanks to Flamedrop Productions & Shadow Realm,

inc. for believing in us and giving us a chance. Also, special thanks to Something Wicked
Magazine, Masque Make-Up & FX Warehouse, Visual Impact & HDhub, Sound & Motion
Studios, City Varsity, AFDA.”
About South African Horrorfest Film Festival
Horrorfest was inaugurated in 2005, and this year it is celebrating its fourth anniversary. The event will

be held at The Labia Theatre which is located at 68 Orange Street, Gardens, Cape Town, South
Africa. Each screening will feature Killer Giveaways and Prizes. For VIP tickets and other
inquiries visit http://www.horrorfest.info.
About Long Pig
LONG PIG is an epic and brutally disturbing urban legend. The soldiers of Hell hunt the weak, the
corrupt, and those whose souls have been lost to desire and temptation. They show no mercy. They strip
away every ounce of dignity. They rip apart all shreds of humanity - all before feeding the appetites of the
men and women of power who are cannibalizing our planet.
This underground film was produced by political and environmental activist Texas businessman, George
H. Russell. The production of this film was very much a family affair as George Russell’s 97-year-old
father, lifetime educator Dr. Kenneth L. Russell, makes his acting debut with this project. Mr. Russell
presents an allegory for the social, political, and economic turmoil that this country is currently
experiencing in the form of the story of LONG PIG, and the movie - while certainly timely in its content is timeless as its themes relate directly to the darker parts of Human Nature.

